
The follow-up book 
to Dear Mrs. LaRue, 
using the same 
pattern, finds Ike 
accused of abducting 
the neighbour’s cats.  
Mrs. LaRue is on 
vacation, and the
 story proceeds 
through his letters 
from jail, and on the 
road, as he tracks 
down the culprits.
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Detective LaRue

Extreme Writing
A springboard from a picture book to personal 
writing should provide at least three topics if 
possible.  Here are some ideas:
1.  Stories about pets...particularly the disappearance
     of a pet.
2.  A time (or times) I was falsely accused of 
     something.
3.  Mrs. LaRue is on vacation - tell stories of 
     adventures on vacations.
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Writing the Newspaper Story
As with the first book in the series, there are 4 newspaper stories spread 
throughout the book.  Instead of using the very stiff models, these can be 
interesting for exploring and writing the 5 - W newspaper form.  

The Letter Story
This book can provide an excellent model for telling 
a story that advances through a series of letters. Ask 
students to first outline a story they wish to write, 
then to add rich details in the form of a series of 
letters home, or to a friend, or someone who has 
moved a way, telling a bit of the story in each letter.

A Dog is a Better Pet Than a Cat
This topic is a great introductory topic for a full-class debate - Resolved that a Dog 
is a Better Pet than a Cat.  Students research their side of the question, using 
information from the Internet, but also from their own experience with pets.  
Encourage them to think about all aspects - ease of training, independence, food 
issues, likelihood of developing a disease, liklihood of leaving home, size, coat, 
disposition, etc.   Once this starts, the debate is easy to manage.

Vocabulary of Detectives
There are many mock detective stories in the picture book format.  It might be 
interesting to provide students with a list of possible expressions - giving them the 
list and asking them to write next to it what they think it means - then 
encouraging them to use them in their own “hard-boiled” detective story.  I always 
say that we don’t need bloody shoot-outs to be a great detective story - see Agatha 
Christie where people always die off stage.  See the attached The Vocabulary of 
Crooks page for a possible list of expressions.
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Dog Expressions
Dogs have been with mankind for over 5000 years.  
It probably began when wolves scavenged around the 
campfires of hunters.  Once it was noticed that the 
puppies would bond with whatever “pack” they saw 
themselves as a member of when they were little, it 
was a shorter transition to friend, fellow hunter, pack 
animal, source of warmth in winter, source of food if 
you were starving, etc. 

Anything humans have lived with for a very long 
time becomes a source of expressions in the 
language.  “Fighting like cats and dogs” and so on.  
Ask students for expressions that they know that 
refer to dogs.  Then give them the attached list and 
ask them if they have heard them, and to write what 
they think the expression means.

Mrs. LaRue Answers Back
We don’t see Mrs. LaRue’s responses to Ike’s letters, 
but it is possible that she wrote them.  Ask students 
to imagine where she is on her vacation and then to 
write a series of 5 letters back to Ike, explaining why 
she has not written,what she has been doing, and 
encouraging him to keep going. (You may need to 
give them copies of 5 of Ike’s letters so that they can 
have a reference for their response.  They could paste 
small versions into the final copy of their story - as 
illustrations.)

The Point of View Story
Each page of the book contrasts black and white with colour.  The black and white 
portion of the picture represents how Ike is seeing the situation.  In the first letter 
he is seeing himself as sitting in a bare cell, singing with a rat, with a metal tin, 
presumably having held food on the floor, looking pathetic.  In the colour picture 
he is sitting at the officer’s desk, with dog bones and a doughnut, drinking a coffee 
the officer has presumably poured, while typing his letter on the officer’s 
typewriter.

This is an excellent model for two perspectives on any historic Social Studies event 
being studied.  For example, on one side of the page of a report on Columbus, 
students could write the historic story of Columbus.  On the other side, the same 
story from the point of view of the miserable sailor who is suffering from sea 
sickness, shortage of food, scummy water, scurvy, crowded conditions, etc.  

Did you know, for example, that the three ships of Columbus were actually the 
Nina, the Pinta, and the Navidad.  Apparently, on Christmas the crew was 
drunkenly celebrating and a sailor ran the Santa Maria aground.  They built a new 
ship from scavenging the old one, and anything else they could find and christened 
it The Navidad (for the name of Christmas in Spanish.)  It would make a great 
letter.

YouTube Reading Rockets
An interview with Mark Teague about his early writing experiences is available at YouTube 
Reading Rockets where he describes dictating stories to his mom.  It’s very short...and might 
make a really good prompt to students writing a journal entry about their earliest writing 
experiences. (http://www.readingrockets.org/books/interviews/teague/)



The Vocabulary of Crooks
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 1.  crime spree
 2.  on the lamb
 3.  lay low
 4.  cops
 5.  fuzz
 6.  culprit
 7.  the accused
 8.  stoolie
 9.  pawn
10.  shiv
11.  gumshoe
12.  heat
13.  the force
14.  fingerprint
15.  lingo
16.  con
17.  the slammer
18.  snitch
19.  close your yap
20.  get your mitts off
21.  slug
22.  bum’s rush
23.  cheese it
24.  croak
25.  fried
26.  savvy
27.  knock off
28.  lousy with
29.  keister
30.  nailed
31.  noodle
32.  pack
33.  punk
34.  put the screws on
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’Dog Expressions

 1.  dog in the manger

 2.  a dog’s breakfast

 3.  dog and pony show

 4.  a shaggy dog story

 5.  like a dog with a bone

 6.  as sick as a dog

 7.  call the dogs off

 8.  dirty dog

 9.  dog eat dog

10.  every dog has his day

11.  fight like a cat and dog

12.  go to the dogs

13.  if you lie down with a dog, you will get up with fleas

14.  raining cats and dogs

15.  you lucky dog

16.  put on the dog

17.  tail wagging the dog

18.  work like a dog

19.  you can’t teach an old dog new tricks


